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The international expansion of companies from emerging markets
is increasingly seen as a new defining feature of the global invest
ment landscape. Southeast Asia is one region that has emerged as an
important source of FDI. The region accounted for 14 per cent of
the total outward FDI stock from developing countries in 2005
(UNCTAD 2007). Within Southeast Asia, Thailand came fourth,
following Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia, in the 2005 r\nking of
outward FOI stock. Although Thailand's numbers appear modest
when compared with its neighbours,2 Thailand nonetheless is home
to some large regional MNEs, including the CP (Charoen Pokphand)
group which has long been one of the largest foreign investors in
China. At the same time, the characteristics of Thai outward FDI are
markedly different from those of their southern neighbours. While
Singapore and Malaysia's outward FDI has been predominantly led by
SOEs (so-caUed government-linked companies, GLCs, in the case of
Singapore), Thai outward FDI has mainly been driven by the private
sector.,TIre development of Thai multinationals should therefore shed
some light on the emergence of other multinationals from developing
economies, whose home governments are not directly involved as active
players in outward FDI.
This chapter explores the current status of Thailand's emerging
multinationals and the challenges facing them in their international
expansion through two levels of analysis: country and firm. First, w~
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seek to understand the emergence of Thai multinationals through an
a~alysis of the country's outward FDI. Questions addressed include:
where does Thai outward FOI go? and in which industries is it con
centrated? We then explore the experience of Thai multinationals that
have ventured abroad through four firm-level case studies. The case
studies explore key aspects of these firms' international expansion,
including their geographical spread, motives, and the nature of their
competitive advantages. The firm-level case studies should reveal the
dynamics of Thai multinationals' international expansion to supple
ment the broad aggregate view gained from the country-level analysis
of outward FOI statistics.
The chapter is divided into six sections. After this introduction and
the review of the literature, outward FDI statistics are examined to
explain some discernible patterns and trends. Then we discuss and
compare the four case studies, and conclude by taking stock of the
past and present patterns of the emergence of Thai multinationals, and
consider the challenges facing these firms in the future.
Review of the literature
The literature on the emergence of emerging-economy multinationals,
although still limited compared with studies on multinationals from
developed economies, is vast enough to stimulate debate on the rise of
this new group of multinationals. Two main topics addressed in this
part are the nature of outward FDI from developing countries and the
nature of competitive advantages of their firms.

Outward PDf from developing countries: When, where,
and how
Once a firm makes a decision to invest overseas, choices involving
'when, where, and how' bring about much debate on the best ways
to implement an international expansion strategy. At the macro-,
country-level analysis, one model that has received much interest
for its explanation of a country's involvement in FDI is the IDP, first
formulated by Dunning (1981), then later extended by Narula (1996),
Dunning (1988, 1993), and Dunning and Narula (1997, 2004).3
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The IDP concept is in fact an application of the eclectic paradigm advanced by
John Dunning since the late 1970s (Dunning 1981, 1988, 1993, 1995,2001).
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